
March 11, 2018   Jesus in Caesarea Philippi 

The Apostles’ Creed 

     The basic text of what we now call the Apostles’ Creed was put together, probably in Rome, 

around the year A.D. 150.  It was first called the “symbol of the faith.”  The word symbol, in this 

context, meant a means of recognition, such as a token that a general gave to a messenger, so 

that the recipient could recognize a true messenger.  Likewise, the “symbol” put together in 

Rome was a means whereby Christians could distinguish true believers from those who 

followed the various heresies circulating at the time, particularly Gnosticism and Marcionism.  

Any person who could affirm this creed were neither Gnostics nor Marcionites.   

     One of the main uses of this “symbol” was in baptism, where it was presented to the 

candidate in the form of a series of three questions: 

  

     Do you believe in God the Father Almighty? 

     Do you believe in Christ Jesus, the Son of God who was born of the Holy Ghost and of Mary 

the virgin, who was crucified under Pontius Pilate, and died, and rose again at the third day, 

living from among the dead, and ascended unto heaven and sat at the right of the Father, and 

will come to judge the quick and the dead? 

     Do you believe in the Holy Ghost, the holy church, and the resurrection of the dead? 

  

     Notice how the creed was built around the Trinitarian formula that was used in baptism.  

Since one was baptized “in the name of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost” these 

questions were posed as a test of true belief in the Father , the Son, and the Holy Ghost.   

     There’s also a line in our Apostles’ Creed today, that states, “I believe in the holy catholic 

church…”  The word “catholic” here means “universal” and it also means “according to the 

whole.”  It is meant to point to the universality and the inclusiveness of the church of Jesus 

Christ. 

 

The Ichthys 

     The Greek word for fish is “ichthys” and this became one of the earliest Christian symbols.  It 

is a simple construct, made from two intersecting arcs, with the right ends extending past the 

intersection.   As early as the first century, Christians made an acrostic from this word:  Iesous 

Christos Theou Yios Soter, which translates to Jesus Christ, Son of God, Savior.   

         Greeks, Romans, and many others used the fish symbol before Christians.  So the fish, 

unlike, say, the cross, attracted little suspicion, making it a good secret symbol for persecuted 

believers.  When threatened by Romans in the first centuries after Christ, Christians used the 

fish to mark meeting places and tombs, or to distinguish friends from foes.  According to one 

ancient story, when a Christian met a stranger in the road, the Christian sometimes drew one 

arc of the simple fish outline in the dirt  If the stranger drew the other arc, both believers knew 

they were in safe company.  Current bumper-sticker and business card uses of the fish harken 

back to this practice.  Pretty cool, huh?    

     What symbols of the faith do you like to use?  Crosses?  A Trinity Knot?  Cross and Flame?  

A Dove?  The Alpha and Omega?  Chi Rho?  Crown of Thorns?  A Chalice?  Praying Hands?  



The triumphant lamb?  Angels?   Such symbols on your clothing or cars make good discussion 

starters…. 

 

                                                                              


